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Abstract
The access control is used to ensure these data security when WSN (wireless sensor
network) with a large number of base stations transmits huge amount of data to a
data center server. Meanwhile big data systems are used to efficiently store, manage,
and use data from large-scale WSNs. In big data systems for WSNs, the traditional
access control technology will greatly affect the system performance. This paper first
analyzes the data processing flow of the traditional access control strategy in big
data systems, analyzes its time complexity, and explores how it affects system
performance. Then, we propose the big data security access control algorithm based
on memory index acceleration in WSNs which has better performance over the
traditional ones. In our experiments, under the same test environment and security
strategy, the performance has been greatly improved with the proposed algorithm.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Security, Big data, Access control, Memory
index

1 Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is an autonomous wireless communication system
composed of a large number of micro-sensor nodes with limited computing capacity,
storage capacity, and communication capability [1]. The advancement of mass data
collection technology in wireless sensor networks has led to the emergence of a large
number of wireless sensor applications. It is becoming increasingly important to ensure
the data security of big data systems for WSNs [2]. The security is the cornerstone of
the big data systems. A data breach could result in serious harm to any of the individuals to whom the information relates. Access control is an effective method to ensure
data security. It is based on authentication and authorization and is the most widely
used strategy for data security prevention and protection in big data systems. It can restrict access to key resources and prevent intrusion of illegal users or inadvertent operation of legitimate users [3]. The focus of access control is on authorization. In a
distributed system, nodes need to be coordinated and the access rights are synchronized between nodes. After various security technologies applied to distributed
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systems, each technology faces its own security challenges. The distributed systems
must not only implement access control policies for data leaving each collaboration
system, but must also control access to local resources. Depending on the sensitivity of
the data, it needs to ensure that distributed applications on other coordination systems
have access to the data they are processing. With all these factors considered, the implementation of the access control functions for distributed systems is very complicated [4].
The access control models can be divided into 5 categories: the discretionary access
control (DAC) [5], the mandatory access control (MAC) [6], the role-based access control (RBAC) [7–9], the attribute-based access control (ABAC) [10], the policy-based access control (PBAC) [11, 12]. Various data security algorithms are used to improve the
security of the access control model. These algorithms severely degrade the performance of big data systems. There are three ways to improve the performance of access
control in big data systems. One is to improve the performance of the algorithm itself,
the other is to improve the big data security model, and the third is to study the
methods that affect the performance of big data systems after the algorithm is applied
to the model.
It is the focus of access control research from rights rules and control policy to get
rights. Due to the large amount of data and the large number of access users, the wireless sensor big data system still has major shortcomings in the way of getting and controlling access control rights. Separation of duty (SOD) is used for enforcing least
privilege concept in access control model [13]. In the RBAC model, rights are assigned
to roles, and roles are associated with user to form rights relationships in the access
control model [14]. In the ABAC model, each attribute has a set of attribute and value
definitions. The defined relationship is combined with the user to form the rights relationship of the access control model [15]. In the access control system, these rights relationships are stored in metadata files. The system gets the user’s rights to access
resources by parsing the metadata. The parsing process will affect the performance of
access control. Binary tree method [16, 17] can reduce the parsing time. Moreover, we
can also improve the performance of getting rights by including flexible authentication
based on user context information in the attributes [18]. Big data systems for wireless
sensor networks have lot of metadata because of the large amount of data and users.
Therefore, it takes long time for access control to get rights from the metadata and
judge rights. To improve its performance, the current main solution is to parameterize
user function attributes to reduce the number of rights policies [19]. The method will
restrict the design and application scope of access control policies. The Hadoop ecosystem provides a complete solution for big data. Therefore, it can provide all round functions such as data storage, data processing, data analysis, and data security for WSNs in
the context of big data [20]. Apache Ranger is a data security management framework
for the Hadoop ecosystem. It performs unified data authorization, management, and
auditing for the Hadoop ecosystem. Various algorithms and methods for big data security can be easily applied to the Hadoop ecosystem through it [21]. During the development of the Apache Ranger project, we found that after enabling access control, the
performance of big data systems will be greatly reduced.
The binary tree is the main method to improve the performance of access control.
The binary search tree has no performance advantage when it is a single branch tree. It
also takes a relatively long time when the binary tree is used to obtain permissions from
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a large amount of metadata in big data systems. It can improve the performance of permission acquisition in the big data access control process by parameterizing user function attributes to reduce the number of permission policies [22]. However, this method
will limit the design and application scope of access control policies. In top-level big
data security engineering applications such as Apache Ranger, access control storage
structured policy data. The system first loads the access control policy into memory
during the access control process. The system queries the policies from the memory,
obtains permissions, and judges permissions in a conditional loop when user accesses
data. So this method has serious performance problems. The method which uses L2
cache to build indexes can solve current problems and significantly improve the performance of access control for big data systems.
There are three main contributions of this paper. The first contribution is to build a
second-level cache to reduce the number of cycles during policy extraction. The second
contribution is to build a memory index to shorten the access time of the security policy. The third contribution is to update the second-level cache and index content to ensure the effectiveness of policy changes. In this way, the access control authority
efficiency will be greatly improved without affecting the security of access control.
The rest of the papers are organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work
of the access control methods in big data system. Section 3 theoretically analyses the
cause of performance degradation and proposes the big data security access control algorithm based on memory index acceleration in WSNs. Section 4 performs experimental verification and results analysis. And section 5 concludes the paper with summary.

2 Related work
2.1 Data security for WSNs

Data fusion can effectively reduce the data transmission volume and network energy
consumption in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). At the same time, it can be used to
improve the security of wireless sensor network data. An intelligent data fusion algorithm was proposed in [23] for wireless sensor network based on hybrid delayed perception clustering. This algorithm combines the advantages of single-layer cluster
structure and multi-layer cluster structure. It effectively improves the security of data
transmission while reduces network delay and network energy consumption. Haomeng
Xie [24] classifies various wireless sensor networks attack detection methods based on
the protocol stack layer, explains the advantages and disadvantages of those methods,
and measures the security of wireless sensor networks. A game theory-based DSA algorithm was proposed in [25] to implement spectrum leasing and interference mitigation
between SUs in network channels which reduces data loss in wireless sensor network
data transmission and improves data security confidence. In order to improve the security of data transmission in wireless sensor networks, a decision transmission scheme
was proposed in [26] to enhance collaborative spectrum sensing in industrial IoT and
established a cooperative spectrum sensing mathematical model based on decision
transmission, which was added packet error and packet loss factors.
With the further development of wireless communication and sensor technology,
large-scale wireless sensor networks are being applied in more and more industries.
The Internet of Vehicles is a typical large-scale wireless sensor network. It has the
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characteristics of large data volume and high data security requirements. In order to
improve the data security of large-scale wireless sensor networks, Jiliang Li [27] designed the CL-CPPA protocol which can effectively protect the data security of largescale wireless sensor networks. Wearable devices are also a typical large-scale wireless
sensor network. Hong Liu [4] designed a collaborative privacy protection scheme for
wearable devices. This solution has authentication and data access control considerations in the context of space awareness and time awareness. The experimental results
prove that this scheme can better protect the security of the sensor’s big data.

2.2 Data security for big data system

In big data systems, storing cipher text in the cloud is one of the safest ways to store
and access big data. However, verifying the user’s access legitimacy and securely updating the cipher text in the cloud based on the access policy specified by the data owner
are two key challenges for making cloud-based big data storage effective. Traditional
approaches either completely ignore the issue of access policy updates or delegate updates to third-party agencies. Access policies update is vital to enhance security and
handle the dynamics caused by user joins and leaves. Based on this, Chunqiang Hu [28]
proposed a secure and verifiable access control scheme based on NTRU (Number Theory Research Unit) cryptosystem for big data storage in the cloud. This solution allows
the cloud server to effectively update cipher text when the data owner specifies a new
access policy. Data owner can verify the update to resist the spoofing behavior of the
cloud. The test results show that the big data system using the solution can effectively
prevent users from cheating and has ability to resist various attacks.
In big data systems, unstructured and semi-structured data account for the vast majority. The complicated data types make the traditional authorization mode difficult to meet
the minimum authorization principle. In big data systems, fine-grained access control can
meet the minimum authorization principle. With the rapid development of big data systems, the fine-grained access control model has opened up a new wave of access control
research in the field of big data. After a large amount of research on the canonical system,
Julian A. Padget [29] proposed a first-order logic based on deontic to represent and infer
data access strategies. Shangping Wang [17] used binary tree technology to deal with attribute revocation and grant, proposed an effective RABE (revocable and grantable
attribute-based encryption) scheme. Under the assumption of error hypothesis, the security of the scheme has selective security features in the standard model.
The value of the access control can only be maximized when it is applied to big data
systems. Yuqing Mo [30] discussed the security requirements of big data and extracted
key technologies for big data security from authentication, authorization, access control, data hiding and encryption, network security, and system security. Based on the
key technology of extraction, he designed a security management system for the
Hadoop platform. Apache Hadoop is an important framework for fault-tolerant distributed big data storage and processing. The Hadoop core platform and other open source
tools such as Apache Hive, Storm, and HBase provide an ecosystem that enables users
to take full advantage of the potential of big data. Apache Ranger and Apache Sentry
provide centralized policy management and implementation through plugins, providing
fine-grained access control for components of this ecosystem [31, 32].
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The access control involves various algorithms and models. In a traditional system,
the impact of access control technology on system performance is not obvious. However, in big data systems, the impact is very serious because massive data is stored and
processed in different nodes. In the application of access control to ensure the security
of big data, especially the fine-grained access control, the specific implementation
method of access control technology has a decisive impact on the performance.
Through the verification of HBase, the Apache big data top-level project, the finegrained big data access control method implemented by Apache Ranger seriously affects the performance of HBase. Based on the analysis of the impact of access control
on the performance of HBase, this paper improves the implementation algorithm of
Apache Ranger. The improvement algorithm significantly improved the performance of
big data system.

3 Proposed method
3.1 Access control analysis in WSNs big data system

The purpose of access control is to ensure the security of data. In the WSNs big data
system, the access control will perform the access control operation according to the
access control policy, access control information, access control decision, and access
control implementation information to obtain the access right to the access data when
the visitor accesses the data. As shown in Fig. 1, the execution of access control is a
complex process. It is executed in the data storage, access, and processing stages in the
WSNs big data system.
The data storage structure is the basic concern of access control. It is determined by
the characteristics of the data of WSNs. The resources in big data system can be determined by:
r ¼ dmr ðdatadesÞ

ð1Þ

where r is the resource and datades is the characteristics of the data of WSNs.
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Big data system gets rights policies by loading rights resources (metadata) into memory. Its formula is as follows:
arp ¼ f ðr Þ

ð2Þ

where r is the resource and arp is the rights policy for access control.
The system can get the rights policy of the user through the user and policy, the formula is as follows:
uap ¼ getUserPolicyðu; arpÞ

ð3Þ

where uap is the all rights policy of user for access control.
The accessed object, user, and the rights policy to which the user belongs determine
the access control policy when a user accesses the WSNs big data system. The formula
is as follows:
ucp ¼ getCurAPðao; u; uapÞ

ð4Þ

where ao is the accessed object, u is the access user, uap is the all rights policy of user
for access control, and ucp is the access related rights policy.
When a user accesses the WSNs big data system, he will be granted to access if the
accessed object is in the access rights policy. The logic can be expressed by:
up ¼ getAP ðao; ucpÞ

ð5Þ

where up is the rights.
The process for users to get rights is as follows:
up ¼ getAP ðao; ucpÞ
¼> upower ¼ getAPðao; getCurAPðao; u; uapÞÞ
¼> upower ¼ getAPðao; getCurAPðao; u; getUserPolicyðu; arpÞÞÞ
¼> upower ¼ getAPðao; getCurAPðao; user; getUserPolicyðu; f ðr ÞÞÞÞ
¼> upower ¼ getAPðao; getCurAPðao; u; getUserPolicyðu; f ðdmpðdataproÞÞÞÞÞ
ð6Þ

3.2 Problem analysis

As shown in Fig. 1, the access control for big data systems is very complex. So a unified
big data security framework is needed to ensure the realization of big data access control. Apache Ranger is a data security management framework for the Hadoop ecosystem. It performs unified data authorization, management, and auditing for the Hadoop
ecosystem. Various algorithms and methods for big data security can be easily applied
to the Hadoop ecosystem through it [18–21]. During the development of the Apache
Ranger project, we found that after enabling big data security functions in big data systems, the performance of big data systems will be greatly reduced, which will have a
great impact on the application of big data systems.
Apache Ranger uses a policy-based model to express the “User-Resource-Rights”
logic. It is also a fine-grained security control model that effectively manages data security on the Hadoop platform. The “User-Resource-Rights” logic has the following
characteristics:
 A user is an object that accesses a resource and belongs to a group or role.
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 Different components correspond to different business resources.
 AllowACL and DenyACL expressed rights. The AllowACL is an access control list

that describes the conditions that allowed to access. The DenyACL is a negative
access control list that describes the case of denying access.
Definition 1: Access control item (ACI): A collection of visitors (users, user groups,
roles) and access types, represented by AccessItem.
AccessItem ¼ List < User=Group=Role > þList < AccessType >

ð7Þ

where User/Group/Role is the object which accesses the big data resource; AccessType
is the type of access object requires, i.e. access rights.
Definition 2: Allow access control item (ACCI): A control that allows access to big
data resources, represented by allow.
Definition 3: Exceptions allow access control items (EAACI): Allow access to exception access items in control items, represented by allowException.
Definition 4: Allow access control list (AACL): Allows the data set of the access control item set plus the exception allowed access control set, represented by AllowACL.
AllowACL ¼ List < AccessItem > allow þ List < AccssItem > allowException

ð8Þ

Definition 5: Negative controls item (NCI): Control that do not allow access to big
data resources, expressed in deny.
Definition 6: Abnormal negative control item (ANCI): Exception accesses in access
control entries did not allow, expressed as denyException.
Definition 7: Negative control list (NCL): A data set in the set of negative access
control items that excludes the set of abnormal negative control items, represented by
DenyACL.
DenyACL ¼ List < AccessItem > deny þ List < AccssItem > denyException

ð9Þ

Definition 8: Access control policy (ACP): A logical rule for accessing resources by a
large data resource access object, consisting of a resource, an allowable control list, and
a negative control list, represented by a Policy.
Policy ¼ List < Resource > þAllowACL þ DenyACL

ð10Þ

Definition 9: Access control service (ACS): A collection of access control policies,
represented by a service.
Figure 2 shows the current policy-based access control process.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, when a user AU requests access to resources Ares, Apache Ranger obtains all the rights policies of the user related to requested resources.
The access right of AU will be determined by the following logic:
If the ARes is in the NACI and not in ANAC, AU cannot access it.
If the ARes is not in ACCI, AU cannot access it when it is in NACI and ANAC.
If the ARes is not in EAACI, AU cannot access it when it is in NACI, ANAC, and
ACCI.
If the ARes is in EAACI, AU can access it when it is in NACI, ANAC, and ACCI.
If the ARes is not in ACCI, AU cannot access it when it is not in NACI.
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Fig. 2 The current policy-based access control process

If the ARes is not in EAACI, AU cannot access it when it is not in NACI but in
ACCI.
If the ARes is in EAACI, AU can access it when it is not in NACI but in ACCI.
Figure 2 contains the query of the strategy, the analysis of the strategy, and the logical
judgment based on the parsed strategy. Its logic can be decomposed to formulas
(7)–(10) in the following order:
2

AccessItem ¼ List < User=Group=Role > þList < Access Type >
6 DenyACL ¼ List < AccessItem > deny þ List < AccssItem > denyException
6
4 AllowACL ¼ List < AccessItem > allow þ List < AccssItem > allowException
Policy ¼ List < Resource > þAllowACL þ DenyACL
ð11Þ
It can be seen from formula (11) that the user can get rights only after a quadruple
loop. Since the time complexity of the nested loop is equal to the number of times the
innermost statement of the line is executed, the time complexity of the algorithm is
T(n) = O(n4). In big data systems, due to the large amount of data and resources being
distributed in many different cluster nodes, the time to judge whether an access object
has the right to access a certain resource right will be very long. Therefore, the current
implementation of access control based on the “user-resource-priv~ ilege” policy will
seriously affect the performance of big data systems.
3.3 Security access control algorithm based on memory index acceleration

Definition 10: Security access control algorithm based on memory index acceleration
(SACABMIA): Using the principle of second-level cache to build keys, establish indexes, and place frequently accessed resources and rights on the memory accelerator
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through the index. When a user requests access to a resource, system first checks the
index. If there are no objects in the index, the index is then extracted and updated from
the configuration resource. When the rights resource is changed, the algorithm updates
the indexes in the secondary cache synchronously. Figure 3 shows the execution flow
of the algorithm.
The key is constructed based on the user, the accessed object, and the type of access.
The formula is as follows:
pk ¼ generateKeyðao; u; at Þ

ð12Þ

where ao is an accessed object, u is the access user, at is the access type, and pk is the
constructed key.
The key can be parsed to obtain the accessed object, access user, and access type.
The formula is as follows:
hao; u; at i ¼ analyseKeyðpk Þ

ð13Þ

A memory accelerated index is built using the key and the rights obtained when a
user accesses a WSN big data system.
indexMap ¼ indexMapðpk; upÞ

ð14Þ

where pk is the constructed key, up is the rights and indexMap is the memory accelerated index.
The memory accelerated index can be parsed to a list of keys. The formula is as
follows:
List < pk >¼ getAllKeyInMemoryIndexðindexMapÞ

ð15Þ

where pk is the constructed key and indexMap is the memory accelerated index.
The system updates the policies corresponding to all keys in the memory acceleration
index when the system policy is changed. The pseudo code for the update algorithm is
as follows:
Input: void
Output: void
1. funcation updateIndexMap()
2. arp←f(r) /*Get new rights policies*/
3. uap←getUserPolicy(u, arp) /* Assign policy to users*/
4. listPowerkey ← getAllKeyInMemoryIndex(indexMap) /* Obtain a list of keys */
5. for k to listPowerkey.size
6. pk←listPowerkey.get(k) /*Get ao, user from Powerkey*/
7. <ao, u, at>←analyseKey(pk) /*Get ao, user from Powerkey*/
8. ucp←getCurAP(ao, u, uap) /*Get user's access control policy*/
9. up←getAP(ao, ucp) /* Get access control rights */
10. indexMap←indexMap(pk, up)/* Update the memory acceleration index */
11. end for
12. return
13. end funcation
The process of getting permissions is as follows:
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Fig. 3 The execution flow based on the memory index accelerator algorithm

up ¼ 
indexMapðpk Þ
power; indexMapðpk Þ≠null
¼
getAPðao; getAPðao; getCurAP ðao; u; getUserPolicyðu; f ðdmpðdataproÞÞÞÞÞ; indexMapðpk Þ ¼ null

ð16Þ
In a WSNs big data system, user rights policy rarely changes once it is successfully
configured [33, 34]. According to formula (16), the index relationship is relatively stable
after the memory index is established, which greatly accelerates the efficiency and speed
of access control in WSNs big data systems. It can be seen from formula (16) that the
system can get rights when it only reads once from the memory index. So, the time
complexity of the algorithm is O(n).
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Table 1 Test cluster node hardware configuration details
Node

Configuration

Node1

CPU: 32 core, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 2.60GHz

Node2

Memory: 128GB

Node3

CPU: 48 core, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 v3 2.30GHz

Node4

Memory: 128GB

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the system builds a key based on User-Resource-Rights
and accesses the memory index accelerator when the user accesses resources. If there is
a User- Resource-Rights object corresponding to the key in the accelerator, the user
will obtain the requested resources. Otherwise, the system obtains rights according to
the logic of Fig. 1. The system re-reads the policy resource file, which is in json format,
and converts it into a policy resource object when access control strategy is changed.
The system also updates the memory index accelerator.
The specific method of building a key is as follows:
After receiving the user’s access request, the system parses the request to obtain the
user who visited this time, the resources to be accessed this time, and the rights of this
access. Adds the user of this visit, the resources to be accessed this time, and the rights
of this visit to get the key.
The main features of the “value” object of the in-memory index accelerator include
service information, service definition list, policy details related to the user, resource,
and rights status of the current access. The first layer is service information, service
definition list, and policy detail list. The service definition includes the name of the service, the basic configuration related to the service, the resource details, the access type,
and the policy conditions. The policy details mainly include information about policyrelated resources, policy visitor objects, negative policy details, access policies, and the
Exception Access Policy details.

4 Experimental results and analysis
The experiment was carried out on a four-node HBase cluster with Apache Ranger for
test strategy.
The hardware configuration of the test cluster node is listed in Table 1.
A test table was created in HBase as listed in Table 2.
The YCSB (Cloud Serving Benchmark) tool was used for testing in this experiment.
It is a tool developed by Yahoo to test the performance of cloud services. We generated

Table 2 Test table
Test
Info

Score

Name

Age

Math

Physical

Political

00001

John

15

90

93

95

00002

Paul

15

91

92

97

00003

Carly

16

90

94

91

00004

Scott

14

92

93

96
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Table 3 Current access control function test results based on the User-Resource-Rights policy
User

Policy
number

Nodes

The amount of
data

Execution
time (s)

Data processing
speed (ops/s)

Performance
degradation rate

Hbase_test

0

4

100 million(102.4GB)

642.01

155687

base

Hbase_test

1

4

100 million(102.4GB)

706.26

141520

10.01%↓

102.4 GB of data using this tool and tested the current access control function based
on the “User-Resource-Rights” policy.
We applied a security policy in HBase and tested performance degradation. The test
results are listed in Table 3.
As shown in Table 3, the performance is reduced by 10.10% with a security policy applied for access control in HBase system. This result shows that the traditional access
control based security technology greatly affects the performance of big data systems
for WSN. Our previous analysis was proved by this result.
We also applied a different number of security policies in HBase to analyze their impact on system performance. The test results are listed in Table 4.
Figure 4 shows the correlation between execution time and number of strategies. The
number of policies is set from 1 to 25 with an interval of 5. The execution time increases from 642.01 to 732.46 s using the old algorithm with the increase of the number
of strategies. This indicates that the impact of access control security on system performance is high and the increase in the policy has also big effect on the performance
when the old method is used.
Figure 5 shows the correlation between performance degradation and number of
strategies. The number of policies is set from 1 to 25 with an interval of 5. The performance degradation rate decreased from 0 to 14.09% using the old algorithm with
the increase of the number of strategies. This indicates that the impact of access control security on system performance is high and the increase in the policy has also big
effect on the performance degradation rage when the old method is used.
As shown in Table 4, the execution time of HBase system gradually increased and its
performance gradually degraded as the number of strategies increases. When the number of strategies reaches 25, the system performance drops by 14.09%. These results
prove that the impact of access control algorithms on the performance of big data systems is gradually increasing with the number of policies increases. The results also

Table 4 Test results of different number of security policies based on the User-Resource-Rights
policy
User

Policy
number

Nodes

The amount
of data

Execution
time (s)

Data processing
speed (ops/s)

Performance
degradation rate

Hbase_test

0

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

642.01

155687

base

Hbase_test

5

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

712.81

140221

11.03%↓

Hbase_test

10

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

719.1

138994

12.01%↓

Hbase_test

15

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

725.52

137764

13.01%↓

Hbase_test

20

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

731.88

136578

14.00%↓

Hbase_test

25

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

732.46

136460

14.09%↓
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Fig. 4 Execution time trend

verified that our analysis and judgment that the access control technology seriously affects the performance of big data systems is correct.
As a comparison, we performed experiments on the proposed new algorithm on
HBase. Test results are listed in Table 5.
From the results in Table 5, we can see that with the new algorithm the performance
of HBase reduced only by 2.74% when a security policy is applied for access control.
A different number of security policies in HBase is applied to test the performance of
the new algorithm. The test results are listed in Table 6.
Figure 6 presents the correlation between execution time and number of strategies.
The graph shows that the time for users to access 102.4 GB data is 652.40 s in the case
of one security policy, the time for users to access 102.4 GB data is 652.60 s in the case
of five security policies, the time for the user to access the 102.4 GB data is 652.78 s in
the case of ten security policies, and the time for the user to access the 102.4 GB data is
653.29 s in the case of twenty-five security policies. It shows that the increase in the
policy has little effect on the time spent in parsing the data.

Fig. 5 Performance degradation rate trend
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Table 5 Access control function test results using the new algorithm
User

Policy
number

Nodes The amount of Execution
data
time (s)

Data processing speed Performance
(ops/s)
degradation rate

Hbase_
test

0

4

100
635
million102.4GB)

157484

base

Hbase_
test

1

4

100
652
million102.4GB)

153284

2.74%↓

As shown in Table 6, when the number of strategies increases, execution time of
HBase with new algorithm increases much slower than same system with traditional algorithm. System performance degradation is also much slower with new algorithm.
When the number of strategies reaches 25, the system performance drops only 2.88%.
The system performance is much less affected.
Figure 7 reveals the correlation between performance degradation and number of
strategies. The graph shows that the performance degradation rage for users to access
102.4 GB data is 2.74% in the case of two security policy, the performance degradation
rage for users to access 102.4 GB data is 2.77% in the case of three security policies, the
performance degradation rage for the user to access the 102.4 GB data is 2.80% in the
case of four security policies, and the performance degradation rage for the user to access the 102.4 GB data is 2.88% in the case of seven security policies. This indicates that
the impact of access control security on system performance is low and the increase in
the policy has little effect on the performance degradation rage.
Figure 8 shows the performance degradation trend of the new algorithm compared with
the traditional algorithm. The number of policies is set from 1 to 25 with an interval of 5.
The performance degradation rate decreased from 0 to 14.09% using the old algorithm,
and the performance degradation rate only decreased from 0 to 2.88% using the new algorithm with the increase of the number of strategies. This indicates that the impact of access control security on system performance is low, and the increase in the policy has also
little effect on the performance degradation rage when the method is used.
From the experimental results, we can get the conclusions:
The new algorithm can significantly improve the performance of big data systems
where the fine-grained security policy-based access control model is applied.
Big data security technologies mainly include data asset grooming, data encryption,
data security operation and maintenance, data desensitization, and data leakage scanning. These security technologies can only exert their value if applied to big data systems. The performance impact of big data systems using big data security includes two
Table 6 Test results of different number of security policies using the new algorithm
User

Policy
number

Nodes

The amount
of data

Execution
time (s)

Data processing
speed (ops/s)

Performance
degradation rate

Hbase_test

0

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

635.02

157484

base

Hbase_test

5

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

652.60

153239

2.77%↓

Hbase_test

10

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

652.78

153195

2.80%↓

Hbase_test

15

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

652.91

153165

2.82%↓

Hbase_test

20

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

653.10

153120

2.85%↓

Hbase_test

25

4

100 million(102.4 GB)

653.29

153075

2.88%↓
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Fig. 6 The execution time trend

aspects, one is the impact of the security algorithm itself on the system, and the other
is the impact of the method of applying the security algorithm on the system performance. This paper mainly studies from the second perspective to improve the performance of big data systems. The method proposed in the paper will not improve the
performance of big data security algorithms.
By analyzing the results of RANGER-1729 and this experiment, we can draw the conclusion that the new algorithm can significantly reduce the impact of access control
technology on the performance of big data systems. RANGER-1729 is an issue of Apache Ranger project, and its link address is https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/RANGER-1729.

5 Conclusions
Performance is the life of big data systems and security is the cornerstone of big data
systems. When big data systems apply access control technology to ensure the security
of data, existing methods will seriously affect the system performance. This paper first

Fig. 7 The performance degradation rate trend
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Fig. 8 Comparison of performance degradation trends

analyses the data processing flow of the existing access control technology in the big
data system and its time complexity. Then it points out that the system performance
will be greatly affected by this existing technology. We proposed a big data security access control algorithm based on memory index acceleration for WSNs in this article.
We walked through its data processing flow and analyzed its time complexity. We also
theoretically proved that the new algorithm has better performance. Through experiments, we further proved that compared with the traditional access control technology,
the new algorithm has less impact on the performance of big data systems.
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